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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
I'm on vacation, enjoying some down time, de-stressing, and 4 
celebrating our 50th anniversary. My assistant pastors are covering 5 
my pulpit this Sunday — I'll be back in the saddle beginning this 6 
coming Wednesday at 7 pm, with some very important 7 
developments in our ongoing war between the SPIRIT of JESUS 8 
CHRIST against the spirit of antichrist over the future of liberty in 9 
America, and the world. So, let's relax a little. Shall we? 10 
Years ago, we created the bumper for this show, "Persons listening 11 
to this show, should experience varying degrees of Euphoria, and 12 
might radiate a warm glow of truth from their entire being. This 13 
phenomenon sometimes lasts hours after a typical brain massage. 14 
If you are listening with another lights on listener, and they begin 15 
to glow, don't be concerned, this is a phenomenon normally 16 
associated with Pastor Scheidbach's patented brain massage 17 
technique, and merely means the truth has set them free." 18 
By the way, "patent" is used here not in the sense of some 19 
recognition by any secular government authority, but as 20 
recognized and licensed from the KINGDOM AUTHORITY OF 21 
CHRIST!  22 
So, where did the Brain Massage thing come from? 23 
When I was professor of theology at my undergraduate alma 24 
mater, I walked up on a group of my students gathered at the 25 
classroom door before class. I overheard one of them say, there's 26 
Scheidbach; it's time for our brain massage. I was intrigued. When 27 
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we got settled into class, I asked the men about the comment. 28 
Laughter rolled across the class of something like 30 students, and 29 
one explained, "Yeah, your classes are like getting a brain massage." 30 
Another piped up and said, he sometimes he felt like his brain just 31 
got bludgeoned. A few others laughed in agreement—so we chatted 32 
a bit about it and I must say it was very rewarding to hear my 33 
students express their satisfaction with my lectures and how 34 
although they were challenging, they found them helpful to grow 35 
in their understanding of Scripture. From then on, when I started 36 
my class, I would often say, "Okay boys, it's time for your brain 37 
massage." 38 
I began using this for my radio show way back — I think pretty 39 
close to the beginning, which goes back to about 1998-1999. When 40 
9-11 happened, the format changed dramatically and became what 41 
you all know and love as The Brain Massage® show. I would often 42 
tease about how I was about to massage the gray matter, 43 
stimulating the norepinephrine neurotransmitters to leap the 44 
synapse gaps stimulating insight — and so on! Some of you might 45 
remember that. I talked about loosening the knots in your head 46 
that impede clear thinking, and on and on! It was fun! But that was 47 
before matters got so serious, and for some years now there has 48 
been less and less time to play around with my time on the show. 49 
Now, the backstory to my INTRO and then later, the SCIENCE OF 50 
THE BRAIN MASSAGE. 51 
Some listeners from Lompoc came to visit the Lighthouse about 15 52 
years ago. After the service, they approached me to tell me this 53 
story. I trust I'll remember it correctly! They were driving together 54 
to do some grocery shopping, and caught my show on their 55 
radio—this is when I aired on Tuesday leading in to the Dr. Laura 56 
show. They were stunned to hear a preacher talking like I do on 57 
secular radio, and got excited! They testified they could not stop 58 
listening, and pulled into the parking lot stall at their store, and 59 
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could not leave the car, both were transfixed by the message. 60 
According to their testimony, they sat, listening in silence, and 61 
when it was over, they looked at each other and noticed they were 62 
glowing with excitement. Well, thinking about their testimony, I 63 
hammered out the SCIENCE of the BRAIN MASSAGE.  64 
Here it is! 65 
[THE SCIENCE OF THE BRAIN MASSAGE] 66 
Thank you, all of you that have encouraged this effort over the 67 
years. Regularly, we receive testimony from listeners here in our 68 
Santa Maria community, and from as far south as Solvang, west as 69 
far as Lompoc, and north as far as San Luis Obispo, encouraging us 70 
in our effort to bring biblical insight into political-social issues. 71 
The Lighthouse is going to host a LIGHTS ON BANQUET — 72 
many of you probably remember when we did that once every year 73 
a while back. In view of the important upcoming election, 2024, we 74 
are going to host a special LIGHTS ON BANQUET — with our 75 
special drawing for the GOD AND GUN CLINGERS HOME 76 
DEFENSE KIT — a beautiful genuine-leather bound Bible and a 77 
GUN — maybe we'll go with an AR this time! We'll see! We've 78 
done an AR, a Mossberg shotgun, I think we gave away a 79 
Winchester double action once, a few handguns too. We also lay 80 
out an excellent meal, Santa Maria style Tri-Tip with all the fixins 81 
— prepared by some Santa Marians who understand how Santa 82 
Maria trip-tip is supposed to be seasoned and prepared — along 83 
with a desert prepared by Emily and Bree, amazing bakers. Also, I'll 84 
present a live Brain Massage show. We have planned it for 85 
MONTH, 2024. 86 
I'll let you know when we open registration. You will want to 87 
register early; seats are limited. 88 
Okay, let's start your massage! 89 
[TRUTH] 90 
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J6 Political Prisoners must be released! No government so inept, 91 
and lazy they can't do the simple work of rounding up who placed 92 
the alleged "pipe bombs" has any business investing so much 93 
aggressive work in rounding up grandmothers who attended a 94 
perfectly legal protest. Now that the videos have been released, WE 95 
KNOW WHAT YOU DID, nasty Nancy! You purposely refused 96 
Trump's recommendation to send in National Guard, and 97 
deployed your own Capital Police, who WAVED THE 98 
PROTESTORS into the Capital — waved them in! And now your 99 
FBI is, like hounds, scouring surveillance video for any face they 100 
can match to a name and address, and going after them — oh, 101 
except for one. Mr. Epps — literally caught on camera inciting the 102 
crowd to enter the Capital — agitating them — Mr. Epps, whose 103 
face appeared on the FBI "most wanted" and then, mysteriously, 104 
disappeared, and so we wonder, was he an FBI plant — but we are 105 
told, "Mr. Epps" is not associated with the FBI — SO WHY IS HE 106 
NOT SITTING IN A CELL NEXT TO ANY ONE OF THE 107 
OTHER 1000 PEOPLE facing riot charges — HOW DARE YOU, 108 
nasty Nancy — call the J6 protests "dangerous," and an 109 
"insurrection," when you arrogantly looked down you nose at those 110 
of us concerned when Antifa and BLM were burning buildings, 111 
and killing people — all while the Capital Police, and the FBI, and 112 
the DC city police are so inept, or debauched, incompetent, or 113 
debased, amateurish or compromised, simply useless, or just plain 114 
evil—to BOTHER GETTING TO THE BOTTOM OF WHO 115 
PLANTED THE BOMBS — NANCY! Who planted the bombs on 116 
J6 — by far the most aggressive and concerning event of that day 117 
— WHO PLANTED THE BOMBS, Nancy; hey Bowser, DC 118 
Mayor, who planted the bombs at the Capital on Jan. 6? Where are 119 
they! What has been done to apprehend these dangerous people? 120 
Hey Christopher "Lost his" Wray — WHERE ARE THE PERSONS 121 
RESPONSIBLE FOR PLANTING THE BOMBS AT THE 122 
CAPITAL DISCOVERED ON J6?  123 
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No government so incompetent can be trusted with something so 124 
vital to our peace and liberty as JUSTICE. Resign today! 125 
And while I'm at it — Julian Assange, and Miles Guo must be 126 
exonerated as heroes of FREEDOM — JOIN THE CALL to BRING 127 
DOWN THE DEEP STATE and the CCP. 128 
For years now, I've been praying GOD would drop the HAMMER 129 
of HIS WORD upon the Satanic stronghold of the RED DRAGON 130 
INSPIRED CCP over the Chinese people. Why anyone here ever 131 
thought it was a good idea to engage with the Chinese Communist 132 
Party in trade, or in anything else, while turning a blind eye to the 133 
torture they inflicted, and continue to inflict, upon Christian 134 
people, and other unthreatening groups they identify as "terrorists," 135 
because they disagree with Xi, or with Communism — the liberals 136 
howled about buying diamonds mined by slave labor in Africa — 137 
but they are totally okay with taking CCP money knowing they are 138 
supporting a regime that holds more than 1 million political 139 
prisoners, they deport dissidents to concentration camps, they 140 
deny freedom of conscience and religion, they impose coercive 141 
population control including forced abortions and sterilization, 142 
and involuntary implantation of birth control. From our own US 143 
Department of State site (www.state.gov), you find the following 144 
assessment of the CCP abuse of human rights:1 (I highlighted those 145 
chargeable against the US) 146 
"Significant human rights issues included credible reports of 147 
arbitrary or unlawful killings by the government; forced 148 
disappearances by the government; torture by the government; 149 
harsh and life-threatening prison and detention conditions; 150 
arbitrary arrest and detention by the government including since 151 
2017 of more than one million Uyghurs and members of other 152 
predominantly Muslim minority groups in extrajudicial 153 
                                     
1 937.6.1-China (Includes Hong Kong, Macau, and Tibet) - United States Department of State https-//www.state.gov/reports/2022-
country-reports-on-human-rights-practices/china/ 
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internment camps,2 prisons, and an additional unknown number 154 
subjected to daytime-only "re-education" training; political 155 
prisoners;3 transnational repression against individual in other 156 
countries; the lack of an independent judiciary and Communist 157 
Party control over the judicial and legal system;4 arbitrary 158 
interference with privacy including pervasive and intrusive 159 
technical surveillance and monitoring including the use of 160 
COVID-19 tracking apps for nonpublic-health purposes;5 161 
punishment of family members for offenses allegedly committed 162 
by an individual; serious restrictions on free expression and 163 
media, including physical attacks on and criminal prosecution 164 
of journalists, lawyers, writers, bloggers, dissidents, petitioners, 165 
and others;6 7 8 serious restrictions on internet freedom, 166 
including site blocking;9 substantial interference with the 167 
freedom of peaceful assembly and freedom of association,10 168 
including overly restrictive laws that apply to foreign and domestic 169 
nongovernmental organizations; severe restrictions and 170 
suppression of religious freedom; substantial restrictions on 171 
freedom of movement; refoulement11 of asylum seekers to North 172 

                                     
2 Under construction: 937.4.1-Republic Broadcasting Network » Complete List of 800 FEMA Concentration Camps 2021 _ The Road 
To Hell… https-//republicbroadcasting.org/news/complete-list-of-800-fema-concentration-camps-2021-the-road-to-hell/ 
3 937.4.2-Homepage - J6 Look Ahead America https-//j6.lookaheadamerica.org/j6/ 
4 937.31.1-Democrats Have Released a Roadmap to One-Party Rule _ RealClearPolitics https-
//www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2021/01/23/democrats_have_released_a_roadmap_to_one-party_rule_145102.html#! 
5 937.4.3-Is the United States Becoming a Surveillance State_ _ Pacific Council on International Policy https-
//www.pacificcouncil.org/newsroom/united-states-becoming-surveillance-state 
6 937.4.4-Obama used the Espionage Act to put a record number of reporters' sources in jail, and Trump could be even worse - U.S. 
Press Freedom Tracker.pdf https-//pressfreedomtracker.us/blog/obama-used-espionage-act-put-record-number-reporters-sources-
jail-and-trump-could-be-even-worse/ 
7 937.4.5-Fox News reporter secretly monitored by Obama administration_ court documents - CBS News https-
//www.cbsnews.com/news/fox-news-reporter-secretly-monitored-by-obama-administration-court-documents/ 
8 937.4.6-Obama, whose administration prosecuted and spied on reporters, claims Trump is very bad for criticizing newsrooms _ 
Washington Examiner https-//www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/obama-whose-administration-prosecuted-and-spied-on-
reporters-claims-trump-is-very-bad-for-criticizing-newsrooms 
9 937.4.7-The FBI Colluded With Twitter to Suppress Free Speech. Where Is the Outrage_ _ Opinion.pdf https-
//www.newsweek.com/fbi-colluded-twitter-suppress-free-speech-where-outrage-opinion-176880 
10 937.4.8-Street preacher arrested for reading Bible verses at LGBT pride _ U.S. News.pdf https-//www.christianpost.com/news/street-
preacher-arrested-for-reading-bible-verses-at-lgbt-pride.html 
11 Refoulement: https://duckduckgo.com/?q=refoulement&t=brave&ia=definition "The expulsion of refugees from a place where they 
can rightfully claim refugee status to a place where they may face persecution or other threats, such as the country or disaster area from 
which they originally fled." 
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Korea, where they have a well-founded fear of persecution, 173 
including torture and sexual violence; the inability of citizens to 174 
change their government peacefully through free and fair 175 
elections;12 serious restrictions on political participation; serious 176 
government corruption;13 14 15 16  serious government restrictions 177 
on or harassment of domestic and international human rights 178 
organizations; forced sterilization and coerced abortions; violence 179 
targeting members of national, racial, and ethnic minority groups; 180 
trafficking in persons, including forced labor; severe restrictions on 181 
labor rights, including a ban on workers organizing or joining 182 
unions of their own choosing; and child labor."17 183 
I want to ask you something—why would our government ever 184 
want to cooperate, become entangled with, create favorable 185 
national relations with such a regime as the Chines Communist 186 
Party? Why would these thirty Senators have their filthy hands in 187 
Xi's back pockets—taking money to compromise the interests of 188 
America to the Chinese COMMUNIST party? Ready, AZ, Sinema, 189 
and Kelly, CA, Feinstein, Padilla, CO, Hickenlooper, CN, 190 
Blumenthal, Murphy; GA, Ossoff, Warnock; HI, Hirono; IL, 191 
Durbin; MD, Cardin, Hollen; MA, Warren, and Mackey;18 MI, 192 
Stabenow, Peters; MN, Klobacher; NJ, Booker; NM, Heinrich; NY, 193 
Schumer; OH, Brown; OR, Wyden, Merkley; VT, Leahy, Sanders; 194 
VA, Kaine; WA, Murray, Cantwell; and WI, Baldwin.19 195 

                                     
12 937.4.9-Millions of Americans think the election was stolen. How worried should we be about more violence_ _ US politics _ The 
Guardian.pdf https-//www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/apr/16/americans-republicans-stolen-election-violence-trump [See Mike 
Lindell's site FrankSpeech, follow Conservative Daily with Joe Oltmann and Appollo, catch interviews including David Clements. 
13 937.4.10-Corruption in U.S. at Worst Levels in Almost a Decade, According to New Transparency International Report.pdf https-
//foreignpolicy.com/2021/01/28/report-transparency-international-corruption-worst-decade-united-states/ 
14 937.4.11-Biden Administration China Ties Reveal a Deeper Disturbing Truth _ Opinion https-//www.newsweek.com/biden-
administration-china-ties-reveal-deeper-disturbing-truth-opinion-1572589 
15 936.6.5-Why is Biden appeasing China_ _ The Hill https-//thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3512385-why-is-biden-appeasing-
china/.pdf 
16 936.6.7-Comer Reveals Biden Family Members Receiving Payments from Chinese Energy Company - United States House 
Committee on Oversight and Accountability 
17 IBID 937.6.1-China (Includes Hong Kong, Macau, and Tibet) - United States Department of State https-
//www.state.gov/reports/2022-country-reports-on-human-rights-practices/china/ 
18 Loudon, Trevor, Security Risk Senators, Part 1: Arizona to Massachusetts, Independently Published, 2022. 
19 IBID. Loudon, Trevor Security Risk Senators, Part 2. 
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Often I have opened my atlas to China, laid my hands over that 196 
land, and wept for the Chinese people to be FREE. Since 2008 or 197 
thereabouts, when the DEEP-STATE-DRAGON was spotted 198 
swimming in the DC SWAMP,20 21 I have been praying GOD 199 
would destroy the Satanic stronghold that supports the antichrist 200 
spirit that pervades our government. When I get back to my pulpit, 201 
I'm bringing a message on the DIVINE promise I'm claiming for 202 
my country, and why I think GOD will INTERVENE to save this 203 
once great nation under GOD. 204 
Okay, hold on through the break. I'll be right back! 205 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 206 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 207 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 208 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 209 
liberty. 210 
In segment 1, I posited a question: why would the Deep State 211 
shadow government operating in America want to cow-tow to the 212 
Chinese Communists? Here is the answer, plain and simple: they 213 
are a pack of Communists, Marxists, and they are working for 214 
China to bring America to its knees to their Chinese masters. Not 215 
on my watch! 216 
Tucker's first Twitter-cast pulls down 27 million views in first four 217 
hours of posting, as of D-Day, he hit 75 million. Or was that the 218 
day after D-Day? Heh, heh! Way to go Tucker! Next, I hope he 219 
brings out the newest revelations about Biden's influence peddling 220 
scheme while VP. Yeah—we have what some are calling the 221 
smoking gun evidence that Biden was personally involved in 222 
setting up the Ukraine operation — the "big guy" was "hands on"!22 223 
                                     
20 937.4.12-Deep state in the United States - Wikipedia https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_state_in_the_United_States 
21 937.4.13-How the Deep State Came to America_ A History https-//warontherocks.com/2019/02/how-the-deep-state-came-to-
america-a-history/ 
22 937.4.14-Joe Biden met Chinese energy execs with ties to Hunter in 2014 https-//nypost.com/2022/08/05/joe-biden-met-chinese-
energy-execs-with-ties-to-hunter-in-2014/ 
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23 (Looking at the Biden mug shot used for this article (Ibid, FN 224 
22). Don't be fooled by the pathetic, innocent lost little boy game—225 
you are being played. This man is a devil! He is full of hatred, and 226 
spite for anyone that gets in his way! He is full of Satan!) 227 
Funny thing happened at PBS lately. During airing of Biden's 228 
commencement address at the Air Force Academy, suddenly, the 229 
PBS feed switched to Trump talking about mail-in-voter fraud, and 230 
warning that elections have consequences.24 25 What are the 231 
chances that someone oopsed that one? Probably the same chances 232 
that Biden got 81 million votes in 2020. 233 
Millions of Americans now believe Democracy is in danger in 234 
America, and most believe fraud impacted the election in 2020.26 235 
This is in large part thanks to heroes like Mike Lindell, David 236 
Clements, and Joe Oltmann. And now Steve Bannon is weighing 237 
in. 238 
David Clements (the election integrity "HAMMER") gets on War 239 
Room with Steve Banon, and demolishes the myth that 240 
conservatives can win in 2024 if only we will go all in for mail in 241 
ballots and harvesting. Charlie Kirk and company has been duped, 242 
or they are duping conservatives with hopium! The very thing 243 
Charlie attacked others for.  244 
As Oltmann says, almost daily, you cannot out vote the machines. 245 
The evidence for the machines being central to the election fraud 246 
scheme, the one that Biden said was the most sophisticated ever — 247 
yeah, he said that — but playing his buffoon act, his "I'm too pitiful 248 
                                     
23 937.11.1-Hunter’s collapsing world_ Why a criminal plea could now be the best option for the Bidens _ The Hill https-
//thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/3978970-hunters-collapsing-world-why-a-criminal-plea-could-now-be-the-best-option-for-the-
bidens/ 
24 937.11.2-PBS Experiences Major Glitch at Biden's Air Force Academy Commencement, Abruptly Switches to Trump Revealing 
Mail-in Ballot Fraud (VIDEO) https-//nextnewsnetwork.com/2023/06/07/pbs-experiences-major-glitch-at-bidens-air-force-academy-
commencement-abruptly-switches-to-trump-revealing-mail-in-ballot-fraud-video/ 
25 937.11.3-PBS Has Major Glitch During Biden's Air Force Academy Commencement. Cuts to President Trump Exposing Mail-in 
Ballot Fraud (VIDEO) _ The Gateway Pundit _ by Brian Lupo.pdf https-//www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/06/pbs-has-major-glitch-
during-bidens-air-force/ 
26 937.27.3-New Peer-Reviewed Research Finds Evidence of 2020 Voter Fraud _ RealClearPolitics https-
//www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2022/03/28/new_peer-reviewed_research_finds_evidence_of_2020_voter_fraud_147378.html#! 
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to be held responsible for anything I do or say" act — nobody paid 249 
any attention.  250 
Watch 2000 mules — pay attention: the machines cannot be 251 
connected to the Internet, it's impossible — yeah, well, the 252 
machines can be connected to the Internet but they aren't because 253 
that would be illegal, to PROOF POSITIVE the CCP has been 254 
connecting to our voting machines. We know votes have been 255 
manipulated within the machines.27 Dude — come on, Man! No 256 
body does that little dance, the machines cannot be connected, to 257 
the machines could but would not be connected because, you know, 258 
that would be wrong — to crickets when you ask why then does the 259 
manual for Dominion provide instructions how to connect, and, 260 
by the way, WHO WOULD MAKE A VOTING MACHINE 261 
VUNERABLE TO BEING HACKED AND MANIPULATED? 262 
These jokers re LYING THROUGH THEIR IMPLANTS. But they 263 
need the machines to pay off political assets, like Pence. 264 
Traitor-Pence to throw his "hat into the ring." He figures if Biden 265 
can pull it off! Besides, "they" owe him big time for playing 266 
ignorant and helpless to DO WHAT WAS RIGHT TO BE DONE 267 
on Jan. 6 — let me ask you a question. If you are told you have a 268 
job to do, and that is to certify the vote tallies collected from the 269 
States, and then say, the only option you have is to make the 270 
certification — you are a rank, foul, stinking liar and you know it! 271 
That would be the stupidest thing to give a person the job to certify 272 
and essentially say, you are nothing but a rubber stamp, you have 273 
no choice but to certify. There is an express provision for raising 274 
legitimate questions and calling on the College to pause while those 275 
questions are addressed — there is even precedent for this! Pence is 276 
a liar! He wanted to go all the 25th on President Trump but did not 277 
think those pushing for it were "tough enough." Here is a clip of 278 
Pence receiving an email calling on him to invoke the 25th, and he 279 
                                     
27 937.27.4-Inside the Machines _ Frank Speech the Home of Free Speech https-//frankspeech.com/article/inside-machines 
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reads it, and smiles, smugly, and says, "Excellent." He then asks for 280 
a hard copy to be printed and given to him for his trip—.28 The guy 281 
is a weasel! But the Deep State needs him, or someone of his low 282 
character that they can control! And, he did do them a big favor, 283 
you know. So! 284 
Tedros, one of Nimrod's puppets, introduces Digital Vaccine 285 
Passports,29 and the plan to use this technology to bring everyone 286 
under the oppressive surveillance of the EYE — the World Health 287 
Organization plans to usurp power over all sovereign nations in 288 
the event of a plandemic, that the Communist at the UN can 289 
declare!30 Of course, all the "Fact Checkers" assure you there is 290 
nothing to fear, Biden is not signing over US Sovereignty to the 291 
World Health Organization. And everybody is lining up for that 292 
one who believes Biden got 81 million votes, more than Obama, 293 
more than Hillary — more than TRUMP, whose rallies drew tens 294 
of thousands compared to Biden's which drew tens — !!!! Trump is 295 
the only President in something like forever that got 10 million 296 
more votes in his second run than in his first. ONLY A MORON 297 
BELIEVES BIDEN BEAT TRUMP!31  298 
Did you know there is no pandemic exception to our liberties 299 
protected by our Bill of Rights? Constitutional Atty., David 300 
Shestokas, on Conservative Daily, explained that when the 301 
Revolutionary War was fought, and our Constitution and Bill of 302 
Rights were set, America had struggled through a world wide 303 
pandemic that killed one of every three people who were infected—304 
it was small pox. It was ravaging the world! Our leaders made NO 305 

                                     
28 937.27.5-New documentary footage reveals Pence reacting on the night House pushed for him to invoke 25th Amendment _ CNN 
Politics https-//www.cnn.com/2022/06/23/politics/trump-jan-6-documentary-footage-pence-25th-amendment/index.html 
29 937.17.5-WHO and EU Announce Global System of Vaccine Passports for _Future Pandemics_ – The Daily Sceptic https-
//dailysceptic.org/2023/06/06/who-and-eu-announce-global-system-of-vaccine-passports-for-future-pandemics/ 
30 937.17.6-Countries urged to develop pandemic preparedness and response treaty _ UN News https-
//news.un.org/en/story/2021/07/1096662 
31 The word moron refers to a stupid person. The word stupid comes to us from Latin, stupere, which means to "be amazed or stunned." 
The idea of amazed is not to be taken in the positive sense, but is used here to speak of someone who is easily bewildered, and unable 
to think clearly. 
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PROVISION for any suspension of human rights during a 306 
pandemic.32 Selah! 307 
Have you heard about the Executive Order Biden signed to move 308 
forward with plans to convert us to a digital currency?33 This very 309 
easily is turned into a tool for surveillance, watching every move 310 
you make that involves any financial transaction.  311 
Maybe it's a good idea to listen to the Brain Masseur. He is the guy 312 
that said voting machines would one day be coopted by wicked 313 
people who will use them to steal elections. I said that in 1974, 314 
when Direct Recording Electronic Voting machines were 315 
introduced into use for elections in CA.34 35 You won't be surprised 316 
to discover CA led the way into using the first optical scan system 317 
for ballots in America — it was called "mark-sense ballots" and 318 
introduced in Kern City, CA in 1962, or was that 1964? That was 319 
not exactly a computerized system for voting — but it opened the 320 
door. By 1974, we went into computerized voting, and I called it! 321 
Listen! If the US goes to a digital currency, it's only a matter of time 322 
before "they" start using it for general surveillance. We will follow 323 
China, who is already connecting their digital currency to their 324 
social credit scoring system.  325 
You've seen on the dollar bill the capstone with the all Seeing Eye 326 
floating over the unfinished pyramid — was this an intended, or 327 
perhaps an inadvertent prophecy that "they" would watch us 328 
through our currency?  329 
Hmmm, I sense a message developing on this coming to the 330 
Lighthouse very soon! 331 

                                     
32 Conservative Daily, Atty. David Shestokas, https://rumble.com/v2ssu84-8-june-2023-pm-show-conservative-daily.html 
33 937.8.1-FACT SHEET_ President Biden to Sign Executive Order on Ensuring Responsible Development of Digital Assets _ The 
White House https-//www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/03/09/fact-sheet-president-biden-to-sign-
executive-order-on-ensuring-responsible-innovation-in-digital-assets/ 
34 937.27.1-Historical Timeline - Voting Machines - ProCon.org.pdf https-//votingmachines.procon.org/historical-timeline/ 
35 937.27.2-Electronic voting in the United States - Wikipedia https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_voting_in_the_United_States 
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I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 332 
know if you see them.  333 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 334 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 335 
email. 336 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 337 
805.314.2114. 338 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 339 
ADVERTISEMENT: 340 
I'm on vacation, enjoying some down time, de-stressing, and 341 
celebrating our 50th anniversary. My assistant pastors are covering 342 
my pulpit this Sunday — I'll be back in the saddle beginning this 343 
coming Wednesday at 7 pm—and like John came in the "spirit and 344 
power" of Elijah — I'm coming home in the spirit and power of 345 
NEHEMIAH! Heheh. 346 
Where did the Brain Masseur come up with the LIGHTS ON, 347 
LIGHTS OFF thing? 348 
Thank you, all of you that have encouraged me over the years. 349 
Regularly, we receive testimony from listeners here in our Santa 350 
Maria community, and from as far south as Solvang, west as far as 351 
Lompoc, and north as far as San Luis Obispo, encouraging us in 352 
our effort to bring biblical insight into political-social issues. When 353 
I travel, I am always happy to meet people who catch our show 354 
online through our podcast.  355 
There are lights-on listeners, and lights off listeners. Where did 356 
that come from? In the very early days, I did the show live. Once I 357 
got excited about a point I was making and said, "that should get 358 
the lights on out there." The station got a bunch of calls from 359 
people listening while driving saying, "tell the preacher I've got my 360 
head lights on" — they received several of these and so I started 361 
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using that in my show: LIGHTS ON, or LIGHTS OFF, give me a 362 
call. Well, we are going to host a LIGHTS ON BANQUET — but 363 
even lights off listeners are welcome!  364 
In view of the important upcoming election, 2024, we are going to 365 
host a special LIGHTS ON BANQUET — AND we'll include our 366 
popular drawing for the GOD AND GUN CLINGERS HOME 367 
DEFENSE KIT, Pat at Pat's Automotive here in Santa Maria has 368 
provided for this special drawing in the past — a beautiful genuine-369 
leather bound Bible and a GUN — maybe we'll go with an AR this 370 
time! We'll see! We've done an AR, a Mossberg shotgun; I think we 371 
gave away a Winchester double action once, a few handguns too. 372 
We also lay out an excellent meal, Santa Maria style Tri-Tip with 373 
all the fixins — prepared by Lou Silva of Have It Wired, an original 374 
Santa Marian who understands how Santa Maria trip-tip is 375 
supposed to be seasoned and prepared — along with a desert 376 
prepared by our own Emily and Bree, amazing bakers. And, of 377 
course, I'll present a live performance of the Brain Massage show. 378 
We have planned it for 2024. 379 
I'll give you the dates and let you know when we open registration. 380 
You will want to register early; seats are limited. 381 


